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“Rear Window Treatment”
Louis B. James // December 11, 2014–January 18, 2015
LIKE MISS HEARING AID, who was observed
carving large Brancusi-like sculptures
on a pedestal on the front steps of
her apartment building in Alfred Hitchcock’s 1954 film Rear Window, the
artists in “Rear Window Treatment”
are both marks for and perpetrators
of voyeuristic leanings. The works often
make no distinction between provocateur and snoop.
Oblique in approach and style, Brad
Phillips’s four watercolors from his 2014
“Your Miroslav Tichy” series—titled
after the early 20th-century photographer
who used provisional cameras constructed
of cardboard tubes and empty tin cans to
take snapshots of young women wandering around his native Kyjov, Czechoslovakia—have a more wholesome appeal
than their namesake’s work, simply
capturing fragments of attractive people
who cross his camera’s lens. Several
other artists insert confessional slivers
into the crevices of abstractions—Barb
Choit takes photographs of her unsuspecting neighbors through their windows in
her “Crystal Head” series, and William
E. Jones’s 2006 film Mansfield 1962 is cut

from grainy surveillance tape of “sex
deviants” used in
training by the
Mansfield, Ohio,
police department.
Though all the
participants are
complicit in Deric
Carner’s installation
Tip If You Love
Me, 2014, a black
tree with working
touchscreens at the ends of its branches,
viewing the piece is jarring. It is evident
that we are intruding: The interactive
screens are connected to users of chaturbate.com, where participants garner
five-cent tips by taking directions from
paying users.
The oldest featured artist, Betty
Tompkins, depicts the most graphic subject
matter. Although her “Fuck Paintings”
denied her entry into France in 1973, her
six framed “Photo Drawings,” 2012–14,
appear tame and intimate today, pinpointing exactly how desensitized the audience
has become only two generations later. In

the series, closely
cropped scenes
of intercourse are
sketched in ink
over digital photographs. There is
no romance here—
the drawings’
matter-of-fact
presentation serves
to remove any
sense of mystery in
terms of what
we are watching, the scene digressing into
abstraction rather than objectification,
even if we do not see the subjects’ faces or
any other identifying marks.
Prying is not necessarily erotic or
pornographic, but the act hinges on
spooled tension—betraying one’s presence has the capacity to unravel the
whole operation. As the distinction
between voyeur and witness is often
drawn by whether one has transgressed
moral boundaries, “Rear Window
Treatment” attests that this line can
be crossed out, redrawn, and traced
several times over. —Jennifer Piejko
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“Early Man”

FROM TOP:
Betty Tompkins
Photo Drawing
#18, 2014.
Ink and tape
on digital
photograph,
11 x 8½ in.

Jim Drain
Lfsvr, 2004.
Beads, fabric,
and string,
80 x 52 x 32 in.
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IN THIS GROUP SHOW, Primitivism (too “patronizing,” according to
curator Kathy Grayson) is cast aside as a source of inspiration in favor
of an exploration of truly “primitive” art forms from the Late Stone Age.
The 20-plus contemporary artists address the theme with varying
degrees of literalness. Several works on view could be termed nouveau
cave paintings, such as Katherine Bernhardt’s aptly titled
oil-on-canvas work Mr. Coffee and Pizza, 2014, a four-part
composition featuring two pizza slices and two
coffeemakers. Executed in thick lines that look
almost finger-painted, it reads as a wry depiction of
contemporary food rituals, an ode to today’s
passive hunter-gatherers in the era of instant
coffee and online food delivery.
Jim Joe’s oil-stick drawings possess a
more critical perspective. His brilliant
Freedom Scene and River Scene, both 2014,
are childlike landscapes that present
corporate branding as the glyphs of our era.
Chase Bank’s and Time Warner Cable’s
logos prove as easily recognizable as Joe’s
simply rendered sun, river, or road.
Other artists tap into the concept of
“early man” in subtler ways. Jim Drain’s
textile-wrapped sculptures evoke craft,
another prehistoric art form. His pieces
also seem indebted to the yarn creations of
the late Judith Scott, an artist with Down
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syndrome whose work, now on view at the Brooklyn Museum,
falls under the category of outsider art, which privileges raw talent
and creativity over formal artistic training.
Despite Grayson’s insistence that Primitivism is irrelevant, some
works also betray traces of that strand of
19th- and 20th-century Western art. One can’t
help thinking of Matisse’s “Dance” paintings
when looking at the dance rounds in Devin Troy
Strother’s Twerk #1 and #12, both 2013. There
are also hints of Matisse, as well as Greco-Roman
figuration, in Giovanni Garcia-Fenech’s rich,
evocative self-portraits—highlights of the show.
The difference, of course, is that these
artists are working at a time when Primitivism’s
problematic nature is acknowledged. Strother,
an African-American artist, does not represent a
ritual in earnest but takes, or “re-appropriates,”
Matisse’s vision in the name of hip-hop dance; this
progressive art-historical revision comments more
on the present than it does on the past.
Not every aspect of “Early Man” is successful. The
water-filled cave made for the show, for example, is
an unnecessary distraction from the sculptures and film
it houses. In the end, though, Grayson’s concept is a
clever one. Many contemporary art exhibitions reflect
and build upon art history; few, however, achieve this by
looking all the way back to prehistory. —Hannah Stamler
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